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ABSTRACT

Ihe problem of quant izat ion of 3uperstringa i s t raced bade t o the n i l -

potency of gauge generators of the f i r s t -genera t ion ghosts . One quant isa t ion

of such theor ies i s perforned. The novel ftature of t h i s quant izat ion i s the

freedom i n choosing the nunber of ghost generations as wel l as gauge condi-

t i o n s . A3 an exanple, we perform quant izat ion of he t e ro t i c s t r i n g i n a gauge,

which preserves space- t ine supersynmetry. Ihe equations of motion are thcoe

of a free theory .

1. The covariant action of Green-Schwarz superatring |Y] was quantised

up to now in the light-cone gauge only. Ihis quantization destroys the world-

sheet global super-Poincari invarianoe of space-tine (x, 6), which is the

main advantage of the "new formulation" of superetring theory [i\.

Ihe lack of a consistent quantization of a gauge theory in arbitrary gauge

is very inusual and unsatisfactory. Ihe aim of this paper is to find the

underlying reason for this difficulty and to overccne i t .

We start by analysing an important property of the local ffermonic 3ym-

netry which is present in the superparticLs actions [2,3,1] and in the super-

string actions [i,5,6): The generator of gauge ayimetry of the first-genera-

tion gftosts in these theories is nilpotent en shell.

Consitter the classical action of a gauge theory So (<f) invariant undBr

gauge tram formations S<P' =/?'+ T'*' . If the vectors K ' * are

linearly independent in the stationaiy point , ti»n the Oie-

ory is described by one generation of greets. If the generators R. ~t have
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some aero modes , such that

or, using the forsulation of Batalin and WlkoviaKy (BV) ["f]

£. being the Grassmann parity of If1 , tiien the first-generation ghosts be-

cone gauge fields and the second-generation ghosts appear. If Z1 has acute aero

nwdea Z/** 2T /"t I *"• 0 , the second-generation ghosts beeowe

gangs fields, the 3-d ganeration ghosts appear etc.

Local ffernionic syjimetry in theories fl-fi] has the property that

^ i /,» ^ *i cz ^ J
(2)

and this property of liie gauge generator of the 1-st generation ghosts means

that the sequence of ghosts for giosts in theories, witii the property (2) is

infinite, or, in tiie terminology of [VT, the theory is of infinite stage of

reducibility.

One origin of eqs.(l,2) in theories [W] is the following. We start

with the simplest case of Brink-Schwarz superparticle action ( ^ , where the

local fferraionic symmetry means *)

(3)

(1)

have a aero

= (5)

It follows from (3), (1) that the gauge generators

mode 7 = 125 t ai
• / .

' We use notations of raf. [6J mainly.
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Eqa.(5) define structure fmctiona

&>r=
the on-shell nilpotency of the gauge generates* of the first-generation ghosts

ia now clear, : : :-;'"̂ s'%i:&W-/.

? / = P*--2
In Siege 1'a approach [~3J one introduces the conjugate nooentun d for 0,

and a gaugs field f for fternicnic symmetry with the transfontation laws

(7)

The action

5 O =
is invariant under (3), (*»), (6). Bq.(7) means that the original fexmonie

syimetry has no zero mode, since eq.(l) is violated for if1 « if/ ( ^(J^Ct '

does not vanish on shell). I t can be shewn, however, that Siege 1'3 action (8)

has a local ffemdonic syimetry of another type,

Bie generator of this synretry has a aero mode

eq.(6), since eq.(l) holds for all <fil :

•

- 0
* "r *

1.

C9)

satisfying

The superparticle action with auxiliary fielcfe d , 'f, closing the al-

gebra of A_ ut , is given in (ilj. It can be easily checked that the origi-

nal ffemderde synretry, acting on all fields, has a zero mode j? * ¥> ^th

the on-ahell nilpotency condition (6).

The Gieen-Schwarz N=2 superetring [ i j has the local feraLonie svm»tiy
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aero modes of aelf-dual and anti-self-dual parts of the gauge generators

" z; -r. , z -P'
Bqa. defining ^ ^ l in (I1) l a * as follows!

C
The on-shell nilpotency eqs., generalizing eq.(6) are

CiD

The heterotic string [fl] in the Qreen-Schwarz formulation has the self-

dual part of the ftrmionic symnstry (10) only, and £ in eq.(ll) ia the

on-ahell nilpotent gauge generator for gxsta.

Ihe most intricate i s the farm of oqs.(i),(2) in Siegel's formulation

of sixers trings f*5J • Consider the LagrangLan for heterotic string in Oreen-

Schwarz-Siegel fonnulation, as presented by Remans [o j .

L%
(12)

L* represents gauge degrees of freedom. Four types of gauge symmetries of (12),

called ABCD symmetries, are listed in J5,6j. All of them are irreducible. Hcw-

e w r some other important local feruiionie and boaonic symmetries are present

in (12). These symmetries are

• < * * (

-U-

t

The correspeanding zero mode is

condition is
-1 (A. » the on shell nilpotency

(10)

and eqs.(I1) take the form

if h

There also exist sore other local sjroietriea of (12), e.g. the one general-

izing that of eq.(9) in snwrparticle case, and a new one of the form

r (15)

The reason why ve have presented here the symmetry (13) is that it leads

to nilpotent gauge generators for the corresponding ghosts, and, quite

surprisingly, (15) with some part of (13) is an exact linearized symmetry of

the superspace Lagrangian of ten-dimensional off-shell supergravity [9].

This last observation means that the investigation of a l l local symmetries

of (12) and the correct quantization of Green-Schvarz-Siegel theory [1,5,6]

might be the right way to a manifestly supersymetrie string field theory.

The quantization performed in [6] does not take into account the local

symmetries of (12), mentioned above. This is the origin of the

misunderstanding with counting physical degrees of freedom in [6], see also [10].

Our statement may be formulated in another way, in terns of Siegel's al-

gjbra [$), which gives a supersymmetric generalization of VLrasoro algsbra. The

generators T, t(«) = / A = f P*+f?Dk > B*

, 9m = if « * independent,f
i . e . they, togsther vdth zero mtxiea, fbrai an infinite stage algsbra. "Die reduc-

ibiiity conditions look as fbllows:

T 0 etc.
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In particular, the abowmentioned symmetries haw Haniltcnian partners, since

(131)

= 0 ( 9 . )

' = 0 (15')

Therefore the action (12) [5.61, constructed under the rule

has additional gauge symaetries

scne of which are given i n «qs.(13,15). The correct Haniltonian treatment of

the problem must take a l l these symetriea into account.

2. The main obstacle for quantization of theories vdth nilpotent genera-

tors i s the fact that the moat general covarlant (Iagrangian) quantization of

gau^ theories, as performed in [i], can be applied for the theories with finite

nunber of gnoet generations.

Fortunately the generators R and Z in superstring-Uke theories [ i -6]

haw s o n special properties which help us to perform the quantization:

A) The aero mode Z1 i s non-trivial only for the part of the gauge sym-

metry.*'.The corresponding generators (^ ^ do not contain differential oper-

ators (in particular this type of symmetry has no connection-type f i e lds ) .

B) The nilpotent generator Z± does not contain diflterentional operators.

We wi l l use the BV-fonnulaticn [ 7 ] , extending i t for the abovementioned

theorieB vdth nilpotent generators {1 , 2 , A, B). In previous exanplea of quan-

tization of reducible Held theories, sucii as taie theory of tenuor fields of

is non-trivial only for local fteimonic symtetryj generators of repara-

metrizaticn synnetry have no zero nodes.

-6-

high rank, the classical lagrangian "know" how nsny generations Of Coasts a »

necessary for consistent covariant quantization. IhforoBtion about thl» nurtwr

is contained in properties of / ? * „ , 7 e tc , B» BV-fomilation J t r

the case of some finite nunter of ghost generations describes the theory by tbe

functional integral . .' • ,,

• jr y \ / — / _ •

(16)

) • • ' . ' - " " : ' " . • ' " • • : l r •

, A = I , . . . , N , * *1,...,2N (we nsglset local

iBasure of integration •* iK(o) , n*2 for strings), ™. ^incW^thB. min-

imal set *?»** , consisting of classical fields ^ and gbosts of a l l gen-

erations Cs , s=l,...,m. T* includes also a set of a fields for every

ghost of the sane statistics - the antighcat Cs and (s-1) extngMBts

C . . Ct •
JT ' , ^ W . . . ^ - f ^ of opposite statistics are added

Utrup fields NL). To each field *? A an antifield J

statistics is adjoined.

S ($ > $*) satisfies the master equation

Jiakaniani-

witft opposite

where the antibradcet ( , ) i s defined as follrws:

the class of surfaces in the phase

(18)

The function fA (<?>,<?*

space, satisfies equation
(19)

Che can choose ,3 and y A in the form
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In this case eq.(l9) is satisfied, the coefficients in (20) can be obtained

front eq.(l7), and the Jaccbian of canonical transformations J equals 1. As

i t follows from (16), the maximal freedom in quantization of gauge theories

with m generations of ghosts i s connected with the possibility to perform

canonical transfonnaticn of variables in (16) and, in particular, to choose

the finction j ; defining the gauge condition in eq.(21).

We will show that the quantun theories of superparticles and superstringa

[l-6J may be defined by the functional integral of the type (l£) where, how-

ever, the nunber of fields 2"*** (or the nuntoer of ghost generations) i s ar-

bitrary.

3. The procedure of quantization which we suggest consists of the follow-

ing steps:

a} Inpose some arbitrary algebraic constraints on the m-th generation

ghostB of the type *'

o (22)

Eqs.(22) mean that ghosts of m-th generation are no longer gauge fields, i . e .

the theory i s reduced to the gauge theory with a finite {but arbitrary) mnber

of gicet generations.

b) tfee BV fornulation [l] for this theory. We will show that the theory

defined above i ) is equivalent to the one quantized in the unitary gauge and

i i ) i t does not depend on the nunber of generations of ghosts and on the way of

truncation, i . e . on quantities 6 *" *. (up to the terras *~ S (oj). Note

that the usual gauge freedom in a. truncated theory is present in accordance

with [7].

To prove these statements we f irst inpoee constraints (22) on the 1-st gen-

eration g r o t s , i . e . we take m=l in (22). Then the quantization in accordance

*) Ebr auperparticles and anperstrings **£ = I , . . . , l 6 , 0-~ 1 , . . . , 8 . The

sibility thE

further study.

possibility that aa represent 8 auxiliary l6-component spinors deserves

-8-

with abcnenentioned rules means that the terra

^ ° * L
 f (23)

appear in quantum action. If the gauge function 3J~ does not contain dif-

ferential operators {and £ * do not contain them according to A)),then i t

is clear mat the introduction of ghosts i s unnecessary. Shey are not propaga-

ting, and the integration over c, c leads only to the change in the local mea-

sure of integration, which is not defined in the Lagrangian quantization any-

way. Such a gauge is unitary. The dependence on <£*"*{ also leads only to a

modification of the local measure. However, i f —^- does contain differen-

tial operators, the 1-st generation ghosts get kinetic term and becone propaga-

ting.

The second step in the proof is to show that the procedure of quantization

suggested above leads to equivalent (up to the local measure) theories for k

and k-1 generations of #Mets(see also Figs. 1 and 2). The conditions A), B)

and a special form of the gauge condition ^ allow us to perform the integration

in {16) over all fields of k-th generation. There are three kinds of integrations:

i) the integration over Ĉ , Ck gives a contribution to terms ~6n{0), i i ) the in-

tegration over tc NL fields leads to constraints on k fields of ghoeta, anti-

ghosts and extragiosts of (k-l)-th generation, i . e . on Q^ , Cfa, C£] , . . . ,

CfS, ' *"^ **e integration over (k-1) extraghosts of k-th generation leads
to constraints on (k-1) ML fields of (k-l)-th generation. Thus, up to the local

measure, we are lead to the description of the theory as the theory with (k-1)

generations of ghosts, in which all gauge conditions with the exception of

<3~*-^ C ic.i^O can be changsd in a standard way by changing the function

iff . There is no dependence on the way of truncation, i . e . on €"*"< > up

to terns *» S * C°) •

It is rather interesting how the BV conpleteness condition (which guarantees

the consistency of quantization and tiie correct counting of degrees of freedom) :
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woiics in our case. The corresponding equation f 7_J

'•ft
for the local ftrmionic synnetry discussed above in our case looks like

8 = Ofi - { 16 - [l6 - . . . - (16 - 8)J j , (25)

Bq.(25) shows the origin of 8 physical degrees of freedom of $ when the

quantisation is perforned with arbitrary timber of ghost generations, the con-

straints (22) being iapceed only on the last ghost.

It is instructive to consider the general proof given above in more details

for the case k=3-*- k=2, i . e . consider eq.(22) far m»3. * chocee the gauge

condition ty£ as follows:

V depends only on 1-st and 2-nd generation fields, (*T ,

contain dif (terential operators. Dependence on

7%
do not

ia of ttie fora

(J C,4

Due to the property B) of Z and due to our choioe of 67 « , the integration

over C, , C, gives the contribution to the local msasure only. Integration over

the one over gives

genera-

< y , ^ gives J ^ Tj ~ Tw fa. * ° ' i'0'
the constraints i*iich tmat be satisfied by the second generation fields vdnen

this epneration is the last one.

Thus, the problem of quantization of theories with nilpotent g

tors with properties ( l ) , (2), A), B) is solved.

H. to an exmplfi, we will perform here quantization of heterotic string

theory [8] in Greerv-Schwarz formalism. The corresponding action is

-10-

(26)

Pbr this theory the solution of master eq,(17) in the minimal sector

before truncating the nmfcer of ghost generations. She existence of this solu-

tion means that we knew the gauge algebra of infinite stage theory. The highest
t*™° i n i « i * *" ( 2 0 ) a1* bilinear in <tfHilL, as in Bupergravity theoriea,

(27)

(28)

Ihe first terra in (27) after So i s not presented here explidtely. It gives the

world-sheet general coordinate transforroticns. & and /^transform as sca-

lars, .the metric tensor Y*^ m^§S/*t> tranafonm as a tensor of weight -1 ,

the ffermicnie synratry ghosts of n-th generation Cfo\+ transform as n-th rank

self-dual tensor* C+...+ , f^ being the general coordinate ghost. Ihe devia-

tion of the theory from the closed algebra case ( i .e . from the linear dependence

on <£* in (20)) is very soft: Ihe teiro / * Y***C+Y*C+ express the

noncloBure of the algebra of classical gauge generators en X*1 and 3+ .̂ ,

(29)

The terra Q*®) T Q^+ shows that classical gauss generators have aero

-11-



modes otOy on shell, see eq . ( l ' ) ,

5"

Besides, the new structure function ( J V ^ ) 4 i* generated by master equation

(17), leading to term i ?*J"**+ £ + C++ =

(52)

Eqs.(l') and (3a) were presented expl ic i t ly in ("7]. B» superstring theory (26)

is the first non-trivial realization of these equations. The most unusual terns

bilinear in

show that the nilpotency condition holds only on shell,

0 (33)

(34)

In fact, the solution of master equation for infinite nunber of ghosts (27)

i s not necessary for the quantization. Note also that before truncation (22), the

completeness condition (24) i s violated 8 t 15 -jl6 - . . . . ihe correct proce-

dure of quantization forces us to limit ourselves with BOOS Unit* nunber of

gicets, the last one being constrained according to (22) BO that the conplete-

nesa condition (2H), (25) becorosB correct, and then find SrPmin ^P * / J18*

for this lino.ted nunber of fields. However, instead of solving the master equa-

tion for 5 ( ŝP/nii, ^ i * / e a e h t i j l E a n e w f o r e a c h n u r t ) e r of fraot generations,

one may obtain a correct answer just by truncating the solution (27) fbr infinite

nunber of ghosts. Besides, solution (27) gives us the possibility to analyze liie

^neral properties of quantization connected with the noncloaure of the algebra.

The first type of ncnclosurs terns (SfĴ J/)which lead in principle to ttoe 1-

ghost coupling, ia easily eliminated in gauges where there i s no dependence of "¥

oft **,?+> s l x i o a f o r 8 u d l X * - * "* - 0 .The second type of nmclo-

sura term (30) and (5H) leads to the 3-giost coupling, when tl» nmber of

^icsts generations is not less than 2.

Now we will use the simplest possibility to perform the quantization of

(26) without violating global supersynnetry. We will impose on the 1-at gensra-

tion fiesta the constraints (22) in the form '

where

New the theoiy is quantized as an irreducible theory with one generation of

ghosts [7J. we take the gauge fbrmion ^4^ in the form

where

For

e,9fp,r) -

(35)

_ (36)

Taking into account that <£> - leads to

V-£•
; -, c; -

we get the quantum action

- 1 3 -



After integration over jp« and the use of the condition

(37)

(38)

- f, (

It is inportant that this action has global sijpersyiinetry

$Xk"^jfk&' I t s BPSI invaidance follows from liie fact that

in (35-37) i s invariant inder the transformations

where J]_, is a constant fenni-parameter [7J.

Equations of motion following from the action (38) are
A*

L. * A
+ = 0

o

(39)

(fll)

(12)

When deriving eqa.(itO), (Hi) we have taken into account that the matrics 4-f f-

are non-desenerate. Eqs.(l*0) are simply equations of the covariantly quantized

bosonic string, including ghosts and antighosts for reparametrization invariance.

Bqs.(tl) give (instead of 8 physical degrees of freedom of & in the unitary

gauge) 16 tf , 2 - 8 oaimuting p-P ghosts and 8 anticamuting N-K greets ** " •

i . e . 8 = 16 - 8 - 8 + 8. E5 .ee) defines the ga^e degrees of fmedem of tt»

neterotie string. ' .- - . i.- • .

Many other possibil it ies to quantiw the action (26) ai« nor <*)W&4n

particular BFBT as well as anti-BRST invariant gai^ea ray be fouicU-^V •

Thus we have proposed a method of first quantizatton of supervtrlngs in

arbitraxy gauges. Further investtgations are necessary to find the «osf

suitable gauges and to check the status of anomalies in the BRST quantization.

The consistent first quantization of superstrings la necessary for the second

quantization of this theory as well as for develojment of Polyalov's nethcid of

integration over surfaces with the purpose of analysis of 1-loop string diagramB

and their divergences in a manifestly supersymmetric vsy.

We have already discussed the quantization problem for superstring

theories in connection with the properties of gauge generators in [12].
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Fig. 1. All fields of (m-1) ^neratione gjioeta theory. In al l hordsootal

lines except the last one the ftelcfe 5T , c have •< = l,. . . ,lfi

cocrponents, and in the last line arOy a = 1.....8 comments.

Big. 2. All fields of ra generations ^iosts theory. The integration oner

8-th ecmponent fields of the last horosontal line leads to const-

raints on all fields of the previous line and they beocme 8-th-

conponent instead of lfi-th-ccnponent, i . e . the M.g.1 is reproduced.
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